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Over the course of two years, Chesapeake Energy Corporation (Chesapeake), a natural gas drilling
company headquartered in Oklahoma City, OK, reconstructed more than 325 miles of state highways
in a massive road reconstruction project that the firm funded entirely. Chesapeake employed RETTEW
Associates, Inc. (RETTEW), a firm providing engineering consulting, transportation, construction
management, environmental consulting, and surveying services to assist with the work, in addition to
several contractors from Pennsylvania. Nearly all of these roads were reconstructed with a full-depth
reclamation sub-base and an asphalt overlay.
While full-depth reclamation has many advantages—it reuses existing roadway materials, reduces the
demand for new materials, and lessens emissions resulting from material transport—one disadvantage
is an increased roadway profile. Pavement designs for Chesapeake’s truck traffic typically require 4 to 7
inches of asphalt on top of a full-depth subbase, which increases the profile of the road. An increased
profile leads to issues with tying the new roadway into existing features, such as intersecting roads, private
drives, or drainage ditches. Increased elevations can also cause guide rail to become non-compliant if the
effective height is reduced.
E.J. Breneman, a contractor based in West Lawn, PA, was working with RETTEW and Chesapeake on these
full-depth reclamation projects and suggested removing, prior to reclamation, material equal in volume
to the proposed overlay to temporarily reduce the elevation. Then, paving the asphalt courses would
raise the roadway to an elevation that closely matched the existing road’s elevation. Chesapeake and
RETTEW obtained approval from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) to use this
method during reconstruction.
RETTEW and E.J. Breneman, in addition to Geo-Technology Associates, Inc. (GTA), a geotechnical
engineering firm based in York, PA, collaborated to develop an innovative approach to full-depth
reclamation known as slot milling. Slot milling removes a 5-foot-wide, 9-inch-deep section of the shoulder
and right wheel path of the road. This material is stockpiled for later use. Once that portion is removed, a
reclaimer pulverizes one lane of the roadway and distributes the pulverized material evenly throughout
the lane, which effectively reduces the roadway profile on that side. This process is then repeated on the
other side of the road. Once both sides are pulverized and the material is evenly distributed, the roadway
is stabilized with Portland cement, shaped, compacted, and allowed to cure. Finally, an asphalt overlay is
applied to the road and the recycled millings previously set aside are used to reconstruct the shoulders.
The illustration on the next page shows the stages as they progress.
With a successful technique in place to resolve one of full-depth reclamation’s drawbacks, Chesapeake
was able to proceed with using this technique to repair more than 325 miles of roads in less than two
years.
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